
 

 

 

 

 

Advisory Committee Meeting Minutes 

Arts Media and Entertainment Cluster 
 
Date: November 10th, 2016  7:15pm – 8:06pm 
Facilitator: Clint Di Clementi and Ray MacDonald 
Meeting Minutes Recorder: Thomas Bartholomew-Couts 
 
Instructors Present: 
 
Clint DiClementi Cluster Leader 
Walter Cruz 
Bruce Farnsworth (BF) 
Richard Yacco 
Ray McDonell 
Mr. Thomas B.C. Meeting minutes Recorder 
Anthony Dimanno 
MVROP Public Relations, Allison Addinger 
 
Advisors Present 
Martin Asturias- GMAPROTV, Owner, Producer 
Bala Balasubramaniam, Innovation Minds, Inc. Founder & CEO 
Dr. Charles Brucker-Mission San Jose Teacher, Math & Computer Science 
Brenda Calvert-John F. Kennedy High School, Green Ventures Academy Coordinator 
Eric Chin- IGG , Graphic Designer, Commercial Drone Photographer 
Aric Crabb-Mercury News, BayAreaNewsGroup Photographer 
Jeff Couts,  SAFE Credit Union, Web Design & Development,Advisor to Mr. B.C. 
Erik Danford-Linkedin, Learning Technologist & Commercial Drone Photographer  
Don Edmonds- EastBay Players, Musician/composer/REcording Artist 
Ken Gossett-San Lorenzo Unified, Photographer & Teacher 
Andrew Hida- Hida Visuals, Inc., Documentary Filmmaker & Photographer 
Kail Hocker- Kail Hocker Designs, Owner 
Brandon Montellato- DJI Industries, Career Technical & University Relations Manager 
Joe O’Kane, OKafil Co.- CEO 
Amy Puzia- Cisco, Video Producer, 
Satabdiya Roy- Mission San Jose Student, Course Alumnus, AME Advisor 
Rustum Chhor, Mission San Jose Student and Drone Club Founder, AME Advisor 
Gregory Smith- GSS Law Group, Attorney,Owner 
Selvin Tambito-Freelance Producer, Video Conf with Walter Cruz 
Bill Thompson- advanced systems Group 



Sally Tse-Fremont Unified School District, Special Education Dept Chair 
Timothy Wey-, Current Alumni, attending Cogswell 4th year 3-D modeling 
 
Meeting via Google Hangout with Jeff Couts failed to connect for any period of time longer than two minutes, 
and kept disconnecting. Advisor doesn’t have a Skype account; Mike tried to assist but the connection kept 
dropping out, probably due to advisor’s satellite DSL connection as he works in Sacramento area, but resided 
in Colfax, CA.  Mr. BC followed up with his advisory curriculum and comments in Gmail. (inserted) 
 
Purpose of Meeting: 

 
Clint Di Clementi briefly explained the purpose of the Advisory Committee and the function of today’s meeting. 
The primary focus of today’s meeting will be to review lists of desired equipment, and the modification, 
addition, or subtraction of industry suggested items to those lists in order to better spend CTEIG Grant funds to 
match industry standards in the Arts, Media, and Entertainment field. 
 
Fundamentally the state of CA, decided to pay the school back and do it all in three years, and we need to 
spend our allotted funds on the correct equipment in order to keep up with current industry trends. Tonight our 
job is to state what we really need in our classrooms as far as technology and equipment is concerned. 
 
Take a look at the agenda, and the lists each instructor has come up with and ask questions about things you 
don’t understand, or things that you disagree with, and let us know about any suggestions or changes for 
anything you don’t agree with, or feel free to ask for clarification if you require it. 
 
We will use Robert’s Rules for voting and calling the meeting to order and to review last year’s meeting 
minutes. Then we will go through this tedious stuff as fast as possible so we can address curriculum and 
budgetary needs. 
 

Introduction of Committee Members and Staff:  
 
The meeting was called to order by Clint Di Clementi at 7:15pm. 
The committee members and staff introduced themselves briefly, who they were here to support, and their 
position in the industry.  
 
Breakout into Industry Sectors:  
 
Jeff Couts Notes - Advisor for Mr. BC: 
 
Due to complications with Skype and Google Hangouts, Jeff Offered his comments to Mr. BC offline. 
I like the curriculum, it looks good for the next couple of years for sure. 
 
The addition of Steve Krug's UI readings and presentation, solidifies the importance of user interface, 
designing from the inside out and user empathy. 
 
Mood board, JavaScript clock are all good, more JavaScript such as object arrays and DOM, IDBM's app is 
a good tool, and exploring angularjs if there's time, Plunkr is a good online tool as well. 
 
Touching on the animation, it's good from an intro stand-point, and good to know for some applications, so 
worthy of including, there's a place for it even now, and I've seen it still being used by a lot of institutions.  
From a photography standpoint and images on the web, the lessons on file conversion, such as PNG or jpg 
compression are applicable. 



 
Photography - Advisors for Mr. Dimanno, Mr. Farnsworth, and Mr. BC: 
 
Andrew – (Gave a brief intro and record of support for Mr. Farnsworth at the beginning of the night but had to sign off of 
Skype early, I have transposed his statements into the Photography Breakout Session to better order the comments for 
ease of understanding) 
 
Speak about your support about my program and program updates, 
 
Andrew - Bruce and I have spoken extensively to put together an equipment list to use in documentary 
photography and to shoot motion on the dSLR, we understand that entry level positions are required to operate 
still and video and this is extremely important  to have video on DSLRs - looking for photographers to shoot 
both; we’ve honed it down to allow for both usages,  
 
Bruce - Three of your top clients? 
Andrew - Minerva, a brand new school that is reshaping higher ed in SF, the  NY Times,  as well as editorial. 
 
All advisors introduce each other as well as student supporters of curriculum 
 
Brandon, Career Technical & University Relations Manager for DJI International 
Drone Company 
 
Amy P to Bruce - Why the camera choices you are having? 
 
Bruce -  
Where the industry is going, Black Magic is expensive as are it’s solid state memory,  and I can use the same 
Canon lenses on both the Canon dSLR’s and the FS5 with the adapter 
 
At intel we had canon and red and everyone is going to red. 
 
Bruce - the whole premise is the education kits are minimal.  I come from a professional industry and I’m 
sensitive to our audience as well. My approach will be documentary, mixer with cam, that’s what Andrew used 
in his work e.g. MSNBC platforms, it a good clean set up 
Sony calls it camera functions 
 
We are looking at Sony for video at the mercury news - Crabb 
 
Amy- have you also thought about …?  
Bruce - my main focus is the great documentary stories for the institutions and the students 
 
Amy might look at an a-7’s one or 2 for commercials and we use for the second camera and get a lot more 
coverage.   
 
Do you agree that still shoots need to know video? 
 
Crabb - yes, let interest in video 
 
Amy- for social video and still both hired 
 
SLZ- Trend is to go video and not using DSLRs to shoot video better camera, not the trend is separate 
cameras, 
 



Amy- at a certain point you want a specialist for the 2nd angle and type of media 
 
Crabb - we used to do separate we have one person do it all (on dSLR)  
  
BC - Both or separate? 
 
Student need to learn to do both. Lighting composition learning to get great sound should be taught in the 
class. 
 
Charles - Eric Kim who’s used drones 
 
Eric- DGI drones, self-built ones and I think that it's important to be versatile and photos for reality want video 
and stills. Brochures for real estate, and a fly around of the house in the sales media. 
 
Ken- one camera or two; 
 
Eric - two 
 
Gregory, do you have to ask the neighbors? 
 
There’s a lot of regulation, but now there is a commercial certification now. 
 
Bruce - Drones are being used as a whole format now. We have a responsibility to educate on this format now, 
there is curriculum now and I want to develop new lessons that are still current with UC approval, they really 
love it when we can bring in new technologies into the classroom. Fits with modular classroom in sections that 
also discuss social and art applications. Eric is a commercial drone pilot with FAA certification and I’ll be 
getting mine. (FAA commercial operator licensing exam cost is $150) Photography is industry where most 
overwhelming majority of FAA licenses are headed. Students will have access to safety certifications too We 
want to be current 
 
the ability to shoot video and stills, you can apply a virtual fence with sensors onboard to sense and avoid 
collisions, very safe, to use for aerial photography to add an enrich the media technology. 
 
Bruce - drone is a bad word for some people, but it is in demand for industry overall. 
 
Eric- in HS my school we built a tricopter and it got me excited and into media, and later working with 
multirotors and drones, there is an inspiring feeling and creativity to give a new perspective and technology 
and will have student excited to explore the space. 
 
Bruce - permission from my principal and secondary education as well. 
they say do it responsibility. And excited to do interdisciplinary work 
 
Rustum -  I was surprised that there was no drone club at MSJHS (he then founded it) 
  
Bruce - Alumnus Elliot got accepted in the photo program at UC Santa Cruz,  with his drone work, highly 
programmable, propeller guards, no more than two pilot/observer teams simultaneously and separated, very 
controlled. 
  
Ken- for still work, drones used in photography: photogrammetry, 3D models. Use in media, archaeology, 
agricultural mapping, industry intelligence 
  



Greg- Industrial tech has gone from helicopters to drone imaging.  
  
Amy- to Bruce, you need to have pelican cases for everything. Grip sets, lenses sets, cameras, etc…. 
Microphones set...They are great for protecting your cameras and equipment are a must. 
 
Sally -  the modular setup proposed by Bruce is awesome for all learners especially special education.  Is 
awesome!  Interactive small group set up 
 
Satabdiya - mostly, Mr. Farnsworth and I talked about the diagram of his proposed classroom and I feel like the 
modular classroom layout would be a good way to introduce the students to new styles of photography 
 
BalaI - was telling my company and have employees brainstorm and experience the technology, and let them 
play with the equipment and let them come up with the ideas, I like Bruce’s idea including the modular 
classroom, what Bruce is trying to do. 
  
Advisor Amy Puzio indicated additional need for BF to have additional hard drive on the editing station, 
portable hard drives, memory cards, cables, TV Logic LVM 7” HD Monitor with stand, frost/diffusion for LED 
lights, filter holder for LED lights, third Icelight LED for 3-point lighting, battery connector to Astra lights, 
chargers, Sony headphones for the dSLR documentary team, pelican cases for individual gear sets, tall chair 
for interviews, turntable for products, apple boxes (¼, ½ and full size), cart for travel with gear to on-campus 
documentary projects and collaborations 
 
Sound Design: 
 
(Ray, Insert Sound Design Meeting Notes From His Meeting If Needed) 
 
Film, Animation, and Motion Graphics: 
 
Breakout group went around the table reading through the suggested equipment lists for each of the classes.  
All advisors agreed that the lists looked good in comparison to where the respective industry is at. 
 
Main topic of excitement and advisor agreement was a shared server for the ROP Center Film, Sound, and 
Animation classes. The dedicated server would be a shared network location for sharing large files fast and 
easily between classes in an effort to unify the AME classes like that of a real studio. Shared and helpful 
features include utilizing it as a render farm for film and animation, and keeping the AME group in Contact with 
one another allowed for shared projects and the ability to work with a full spectrum of artists exactly as it 
happens in a real studio environment. 
 
Advisor Timothy Wey - suggested some extra software to add to the 3D Animation/Game Design list.  
 
Houdini  for Editing and Visual Effects. 
Substance  Painter for Creating Textures, Normals Maps, and Subdivision detailing. 
 
Joe - Expressed concerns that the focus was mostly towards the technology this year, and wanted to make 
sure we emphasized the front end items that don’t require technology and equipment. Script Writing, 
Storyboarding, and Dialogue. 
 
Review of Equipment Lists:  
 



After the industry sectors breakouts, we reformed to get final thoughts and a vote on the Agenda Meeting Lists 
of Equipment and Software that instructors had put together. 
 
Clint Di Clementi’s List – Timothy Wey suggested the addition of 2 software packages; Substance Painter and 
Houdini. 
 
Anthony Dimaano’s List – Silk Pro Tripod is flimsy, go with a Bogen. Gitzo would be even better. 
 
Ray McDonnel’s List -  Alternates, but list looks good. 
 
Walter Cruz’s List – Great gear, I work with the a7r and the pro kids are great. Add a couple nice backpacks to 
carry the gear, you don’t want to be hauling all that gear around, and add some rain covers 2 for the f7-f5. 
 
Richard Yacco’s List – Add Steadicam Units, and Go Pros. Get More than One. “$300 gimble by Ebo, similar to 
a steady cam, and I shoot with it” – Bob Redell. 
 
Bruce Farnsworth’s List – Be sure to include peripherals like hard drives, cable wires, and cable testers, as 
well as enough memory cards because they will walk off and get lost.” Suggested by Amy.  
 
Balal suggested “add safety nets for the drone use.”  
Bruce - re safety: Nets are only used in conjunction with tiny, unstable toy drones flown indoors.  
 
Additional notes to clarify re: safety/regulation 
The nets are used with the tiny drones to protect the drones, not people.  That’s because these small drones 
measure only a few inches across and their propellers can break on impact with floor or walls.  Some teachers 
like to use the small cameraless drones as trainers for two reasons. For one, they can be flown indoors. 
Secondly, it is thought that if a a student can fly these small unstable craft, they will tend to do better with the 
stable industry-standard UAV (unmanned aerial vehicle) such as the DJI Phantom 4. However, the Phantom 4 
has a built-in flight simulator program for training which is very good.  There is a very small  “Industrix” drone 
that comes with propeller guards. Nets are not needed with the DJI International UAV’s proposed by the 
MVROP-AME instructors. 
  
The small UAV’s manufactured by DJI are stable, highly-programmable for lateral and altitudinal boundaries 
(virtual fence), and have multiple on-board navigation and collision-avoidance systems (e.g. IR, 
GPS/FLONASS, optical). They can be easily restricted to the center of an open field. The current DJI Phantom 
4Pro model has the industry-standard 4K camera and 360-degree collision avoidance , so the UAV-mounted 
cameras proposed for use in MVROP Digital Photo and Video courses are highly functional and safe. 
Additionally, Mr. Farnsworth has obtained approval for UAV camera instruction on the Mission San Jose High 
School (MSJHS) campus from both MSJHS principal Zack Larsen and Dr. James Maxwell, Director of 
Secondary Education, Fremont Unified School District and educational use will be compliant with local, county, 
state and federal regulations. 
 
Clint mentioned, “Please continue to converse with industry advisors via email to get any more suggestions 
that they may think of for the record, an email is good hard copy proof of advisor suggestions as well.  
 
 
Equipment/Technology Review -  
 



Motion to approve acquiring the items on instructor equipment lists. (Agenda and Lists are attached at the end of 
meeting minutes) 
 
Motion by Gregory Smith 
Seconded by Joe O’Kane 
Unanimous Approval 
 
 
Curriculum/ Program Review –  
 
Curriculum, Outlines, and Textbooks were reviewed.  
 
Bruce to meet with B.C. to discuss updates to the 2009 Digital Photo 1 course outline  
Motion to approve the Curriculum and Continuation of the Programs. 
 
Motion by Joe O’Kane 
Seconded by Aric Crabb 
Unanimous Approval 
 
 
Meeting Minutes of Last Year’s Advisory Board Review –  
 
Copies of last year’s Advisory Meeting minutes were distributed and reviewed. 
 
Motion to accept previous minutes as written. 
 
Motion by Bill Thompson 
Seconded by Gregory Smith 
Unanimous Approval 
 
A final thank you for your valuable time and input and feel free to contact us via email with any further 
suggestions and/or conversation around the topics discussed this evening.  
 
Meeting Adjourned at 8:06pm November 10th, 2016. 
 
Minutes taken by Thomas Bartholomew-Couts 
Minutes Reviewed, Organized, and Cleaned up by Clint Di Clementi 
Additional Minutes Review/ Edit by entire AME Team. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 

The Following Pages are the Advisory Meeting Agenda, complete with lists which were voted on and added to 
during the Advisory board meeting. 

 
 

 
See Attached 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

AME Cluster Advisory Committee Meeting Agenda 
 

TO: Eric Chin, Aric Crabb, Erik Danford, Ken Gossett, Kial Hocker, Brandon Montellato, Amy Puzia, Gregory 
Smith, Selvin Tambito, Sally Tse, Timothy Wey, Brenda Calvert, Andrew Hida, Charlie Brucker, Bala 
Balasubramaniam 

FROM: Clint Di Clementi (Cluster Leader) and AME Cluster Team Members 
RE:  Advisory Committee Meeting 
DATE: November 10th, 2016 
TIME: 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm 
PLACE: MVROP Center, Room 102. 
 

AGENDA  

1. Review and approve minutes of the previous meeting. (See Meeting Minutes above for Motions, Seconds, and Vote) 

 
2. Call for additional agenda items to be added to this meeting's agenda. 

3. Introduction of Advisory Members in Attendance. 

4. Review of course(s) curriculum, outlines and instructors briefly introduce their course(s). 

5. Consideration of the recommendations for materials and equipment  

Clint Di Clementi - (Computer Animation 1 and 2, Game Design and Interactive Media, Digital Imaging, Digital Video) -  

● New computers for the Digital Imaging / Digital Video / Digital Photography lab at Irvington in Room 84. 
● Class set of Digital Drawing Tablets for both Irvington and ROP Labs. 
● Rack Based Server Farm to be used as a Render Farm for CG Rendering. 
● Industry Standard Software like; Pixelogic Z-brush, Afterworks Fume FX, Chaos Group V-Ray, Crazy 

Bump, Thinkbox Frost, Krakatoa, and X-Mesh, The Foundry - Nuke, and Next Limit - Real Flow. 
● Desktop 3D Scanner. 
● 2nd Motion Capture Suit. 
● 2 Sony Playstation VR Headsets and Controllers.  
● 1 Microsoft Surface Studio with Dial. 

Anthony Dimaano - (Digital Photography, Digital Imaging, 2D Animation) –  

● 16 Nikkor 50mm G 
● 16 Nikon SB700 Speedlight Flash 
● 16 Slik Pro 700DXQ AMT Tripods 



● 16 Nikon 55-200mm 
● 2 Epson Artisan 1430 Inkjet Printer 
● 1 Nikon 80-200mm f/2.8 
● 2 Nikon AF-S DC Micro-Nikkor 40mm f.2.8 
● 8 Impact Off Camera-Flash Accessory Kit 

 

Raymond McDonell - (Digital Sound and Motion Graphics) –  

● Foley Booth 
● 10 Gigabit media Server - installed 
● Microsoft Surface Pro 
● iPad Pro 128 Gig 
● ProTools 12.? 35 stations + 35 interfaces 
● 20 pro mixing headphones 
● 10 pro mics (Variety?) 
● 3 Listening/mixing/editing rooms. 

o Dedicated space – sound-proofing? 
o Computer/Software/Audio Mixer/Video monitors/Audio Monitors 

● 3 Country Man over-the-ear wireless microphones. 
● 2 wireless in-the-ear monitors. 
● Active PA system 

 

Walter Cruz - (Digital Video) –  

● 3 ALX S8 KIT Head, Tripod, and Slider Kit 

● 3 Sony Alpha a7S II Mirrorless Digital Camera Body with Battery Grip with accessories and hard case  

● 3 Manfrotto 529 Hi Hat with 100mm Bowl 

● 3 Manfrotto 504HD Head w/546B 2-Stage Aluminum Tripod System 

● Variable Neutral Density Filters 

● 4 5.8mm f/3.5 Circular Fisheye Lens for Canon EF 

● 5 EF-S 55-250mm f/4-5.6 IS STM Lens 

● 2 Sony PXW-FS5 XDCAM Super 35 Camera System, with zoom lens and accessories. 

● 2 Rokinon Cine DS 6 Lens Kit with Sony E Mount with accessories and hard case. 

● Video Server (at least 64 Terabytes)  

● 4 Cameras Osmo Pro Kit 

● 2 Inspire 1 PRO Quadcopter with Zenmuse X5 4K Camera (drones) 

● 10 GoPro HERO5 Black with accessories. 

● 5 Zoom H6 Portable Recorder Field Kit 

● 5 Tascam DR-60DMKII 4-Channel Portable Recorder for DSLR & Rode NTG-2 Shotgun Mic Kit with Boom pole 

& Accessories 

● 5 Led Lights Kits with accessories. 

● Stands and mounting hardware. 

 

Richard Yacco - (Digital Video) –  

● New Computers for his Logan Classroom.  
 



Bruce Farnsworth - (Digital Photography, Digital Imaging) –  

● Grainger 60 x 48 x 24 deep 14 gauge locking steel cabinets (34A940) 
● Grainger 36 x 30 x 18 14 gauge locking steel cabinets (6FGY8) 
● Dahua HCVR 8CH FHS/ANA recorder 

Western-Digital 6Tb internal hard drive 
Dahua 2Mp 2.8mm IR cameras 

● Furniture for wheel curriculum and collaborative module layout, wiring 
(See diagram at meeting) 

● Canon EOS Rebel T5i DSLR Camera with 18-135mm lens 
● Canon EOS Rebel T5i DSLR Camera with 18-55mm lens 
● Canon EOS Rebel T6i DSLR Camera with 18-135mm lens 
● Canon EF 100mm f/2.8L Macro IS USM Lens 
● Canon Speedlite 430EX III-RT 
● Canon EF 85mm f/1.8 USM Lens 
● Sunwayfoto DPL-04R Universal L-Bracket 
● Sigma 18-250mm F3.5-6.3 DC Macro OS HSM for Canon EF Mount 
● Dynalite MH2065 RoadMax Flash Head 
● Dynalite Replacement Flash Tube for MH2065V Flash Head 
● Canon EF 75-300mm f/4-5.6 III USM Lens 
● Cardreader 
● SanDisk 8GB Ultra UHS-I SDHC Memory Card (Class 10) 
● PocketWizard PlusX 2 Pack 
● Canon Timer Remote Controller TC-80N3 
● Wein PN Peanut Slave (3-Pack) 
● Impact Umbrella Bracket with Adjustable Shoe 
● Rollaway folding table tennis table (for small set & product photography) 
● Rosco Color Effects Filter Kit (12 x 12") 
● Impact Empty Saddle Sandbag - 27lb (Black Cordura) 
● Impact Empty Saddle Sandbag - 15lb (Black Cordura) 
● Impact Universal Filter Holder - 12x12" (30.5 x 30.5 cm) 
● DigiTent 
● Impact Posing stool 
● Dynalite Extension Cable for Flash Heads - 7' (2.1m) 
● Dynalite Modeling lamp 
● Dynalite Speed ring 
● Impact Umbrella Bracket 
● Impact Reflector Floodlight kit 
● Background papers (3) 
● Camera remote switch/controller 
● Batteries 
● Roxio Easy VHS to DVD3 Plus to convert instruction VHS tapes to DVD 
● AA Charger 
● Impact Super Clamp 
● Impact Flex Arm Super Clamp Kit 
● AA Batteries 
● Pro Gaffer Tape 
● Camera Remote 
● Cheat Sheet for Canon T5I 
● Cheat Sheet for Canon 6D 
● Filter pouch 
● Reducer Bushing 
● Hoodman Glasses Model Hoodeye Eyecup for 6D 



● Projector stand 
● Kingston 32GB DataTraveler SE9 G2 USB 3.0 Flash Drive 
● Auray LTS-ST Tripod Base Laptop stand 
● Epson Artisan 1430 Color Inkjet printer 
● Epson 79 Ink Six Cartridge Set for Stylus 1430 printer 
● Xeros WorkCentre 6027printer  
● Sony DVP-SR210P Progressive Scan DVD Player  
● Philips DVP3355V DVD Player/VCR Combo (Refurbished) 
● Sony XBR-X850D Series 55"-Class HDR 4K Smart LED TV  
● Comprehensive Pro AV/IT HDMI 1x2 Splitter UHD 4K 
● IOGEAR Wireless 5 x 2 HD Matrix Pro with Three Additional Receivers 
● Gabor Wall Mount for Flat Panel Screens 
● Manfrotto Complete Auto-Pole/Expan Kit (BLK)/REG*** 
● Rosco Black Matte Cinefoil 12"x50' /ROLL/REG 
● Manfrotto 025BS Super Boom w/3071 Stand (BLACK)/REG 
● Westcott Bruce Dorn Strip Bank 18x42" (1000w)/REG 
● Hensel Integra 500 2x500ws/Chimera Kit/REG 
● Apple 32Gb iPad mini 2 with Retina Display 
● Manfrotto 420B Combi Boom Stand (Black) 
● MeFOTO RoadTrip Aluminum Travel Tripod Kit (Black) 
● MeFOTO Aluminum Short Column for the Road Trip Tripod 
● Sekonic L-308S-U Flashmate Light Meter 
● SanDisk 64GB Extreme PRO UHS-I SDXC Memory Card (V30) 
● Studio backdrops by Denny Manufacturing: 
● (Models: Absorb, Blue Desire Street, Chipped Wall, Pastoral Woods, Colorful Brick) 
● Phantom 4 Pro 
● Inspire 2 
● Inspire 1 Raw dual remote 
● Inspire 1 V2.0 
● Inspire 1 Battery Charging Hub 
● Phantom 4 Pro - Battery Charging Hub 
● Inspire 1 - TB48 Intelligent Flight Battery (5700mAh) 
● Phantom 4 Pro- Intelligent Flight Battery 
● Inspire 1 Series - 1345T Quick-Release Propellers 
● Phantom 4 Pro - 9450S Quick Release Propellers 
● Inspire 1 - Remote Controller 
● Manfrotto - Gear Backpack Medium 
● Zenmuse X3 Camera - ND16 Filter 
● Zenmuse X3 Camera - ND8 Filter 
● Remote Controller Monitor Hood for Tablets Mavic - 8330 Quick-release Folding Propellers  
● Sony BP-U60 Lithium-Ion Battery 
● Canon EOS 6D camera 
● Canon LP-E6 Lithium-Ion Battery 
● Lexar 64 GB Professional 1000x UHS-II SDXC Card (2 ct.) 
● Tokina AT-X 116 PRO DX-II 11-16mm f/2.8 Lens for Canon EF 
● Canon EF 24-105mm f/4L IS USM Lens 
● Canon EF 70-200mm f/2.8L IS II USM Lens 
● Sony PXW-FS5 XDCAM Super 35 Camera System with Zoom Lens 
● Sony Shotgun Mic Cable for ECM Series Microphones 
● Sennheiser ew 112-p G3 Camera-Mount Wireless Microphone System with ME 2 Lavalier Mic - A (516-558 

MHz) 
● Sennheiser MKE-2-PC Omnidirectional Lavalier Mic with XLR 
● Audio-Technica AT875 Short Condenser Shotgun Microphone Kit 



● Rycote Standard Hole Softie Windscreen with 19-22mm (0.74-0.87") hole size 
● Sennheiser MZA900P-4 In-Line Preamplifier 
● Rode NTG-2 
● Kopul Coiled cable XLR/M to XLR/F right angle 3" Cable  
● Kopul XLR/M to XLR/F right angle 20' Cable 
● K-Tek Aluminum microphone boom pole KE-69  
● Auray DUSM-1 Universal Shock Mount (AUDUSM1)  
● Tascam mixer with pelican case 
● Westcott Ice Light 2 LED Light 
● Westcott Scrim Jim 42” 
● Westcott Scrim Jim Universal Clamp 5/8” Stud 
● Westcott Scrim Jim Fabric 1-1/4 Stop  
● Litepanels ASTRA 1x1 Soft Bi-Color LED Panel 
● Litepanels DoP Choice Snapbag Softbox for Astra 1x1 
● Anton Bauer Digital 90 Gold Mount battery 
● Litepanels Anton Bauer Gold-Mount Battery Bracket for Astra 1x1 LED Pane 
● Cinevate Inc Duzi Slider 4 (32") 
● Manfrotto MVH500AH Fluid Video Head with Flat Base - should be 100mm to use on hi-hat 
● Sachtler 0375 FSB-4 Carbon Fiber Tripod System   
● Manfrotto 755 XB MDeVe Tripod, 502 HD Flat Base Head and tripod case  
● Second arm for tripod 
● Rhino non-motorized Slider Essentials Bundle  
● Manfrotto 5001B Nano Black Light Stand - 6.2' (1.9m) 
● Matthews Reverse Stand - 7 (Per Kit: 1 for light, 1 for boom pole) 
● Avenger Grip Head 
● Auray Boompole Holder 
● bag for student camera/lens kits 
● pelican case with black foam for LED lights 
● Case for field grip  
● Lower ProTactic AW Camera and Laptop Bag  
● Think Tank Rolling Bag  
● SmallHD 501 Monitor with stand and cables 

 
● Advisor Amy Puzio indicated additional need for BF to have additional hard drive on the editing station, 

portable hard drives, memory cards, cables, TV Logic LVM 7” HD Monitor with stand, frost/diffusion for LED 
lights, filter holder for LED lights, third Icelight LED for 3-point lighting, battery connector to Astra lights, 
chargers, Sony headphones for the dSLR documentary team, pelican cases for individual gear sets, tall chair 
for interviews, turntable for products, apple boxes (¼, ½ and full size), cart for travel with gear to on-campus 
documentary projects,  

 
6. Vote for acquiring agreed upon equipment listed above by Instructor/Course.(See Meeting Minutes above for 
Motions, Seconds, and Vote) 

7. Other agenda items:  

● Advisory Committee Interest Letters 

8. Next Year’s Meeting –  November 2017 -  Day TBD 

9. Vote on continuance of curriculum. (See Meeting Minutes above for Motions, Seconds, and Vote) 

10. Adjournment. 

 


